Modelling free and oxide-supported nanoalloy catalysts: comparison of bulk-immiscible Pd–Ir and Au–Rh systems and influence of a TiO₂ support
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The relative stabilities of different chemical arrangements of Pd–Ir and Au–Rh nanoalloys (and their pure metal equivalents) are studied, for a range of compositions, for fcc truncated octahedral 38- and 79-atom nanoparticles (NPs). For the 38-atom NPs, comparisons are made of pure and alloy NPs supported on a TiO₂(110) slab. The relative energies of different chemical arrangements are found to be similar for Pd–Ir and Au–Rh nanoalloys, and depend on the cohesive and surface energies of the component metals. For supported nanoalloys on TiO₂, the interaction with the surface is greater for Ir (Rh) than Pd (Au): most of the pure NPs and nanoalloys preferentially bind to the TiO₂ surface in an edge-on configuration. When Au–Rh nanoalloys are bound to the surface through Au, the surface binding strength is lower than for the pure Au NP, while the Pd-surface interaction is found to be greater for Pd–Ir nanoalloys than for the pure Pd NP. However, alloying leads to very little difference in Ir-surface and Rh-surface binding strength. Comparing the relative stabilities of the TiO₂-supported NPs, the results for Pd–Ir and Au–Rh nanoalloys are the same: supported Janus NPs, whose Ir (Rh) atoms bind to the TiO₂ surface, bind most strongly to the surface, becoming closer in energy to the core–shell configurations (Ir@Pd and Rh@Au) which are favoured for the free particles.
1. Introduction

Metallic nanoparticles (NPs) have attracted significant interest among theoreticians and experimentalists, due to their potential for applications in the chemical and petrochemical industries, in environmental protection, and in new energy devices such as fuel cells and batteries.\(^1\text{-}^2\) The high surface to volume ratios of metal NPs make them ideal as heterogeneous catalysts. Bimetallic NPs (“nanoalloys”) have been a special focus of research because combining two metals can improve catalytic performance through increasing selectivity, activity or resistance to poisoning due to electronic or geometric effects.\(^3\text{-}^6\) For example, it has been shown that alloying Ir and Pd shows such a synergistic effect for preferential CO oxidation, with superior performance with respect to pure Ir or Pd.\(^7\text{-}^8\) Another important reason for research into nanoalloys is to reduce catalyst costs, for example by replacing some or all of the catalytically active precious metals with comparatively cheap metals. For example, Rh has been considered as one of the best catalysts for both reduction and oxidation reactions, due to its excellent reactivity and stability, and has received much attention in both scientific research and industrial applications.\(^9\) However, Rh is scarce and expensive, which has excluded it from wide-scale commercialization. In order to reduce Rh metal loadings, and also potentially enhance its catalytic activity and utilization efficiency, the alloying of Rh with other metals is of growing interest. While this is not the emphasis of the present study, our investigation of alloying effects on NP structure and stability will be relevant to future studies of catalyst cost reduction.

The exceptional catalytic activity and structural stability of nanoalloys depend strongly on their composition and chemical arrangement (i.e. the way in which the component elements are arranged within the particle), as well as their size and shape/morphology.\(^10\text{-}^14\) Therefore, understanding the relative stabilities of different chemical arrangements in nanoalloys with a range of compositions is important for improving their catalytic activity. Both theory and experiment show that the binding of ligands can change the chemical arrangement and the structure of nanoalloys\(^15\text{-}^17\) and, hence, their catalytic activity. If the reactive species are adsorbed too weakly, they may not be activated to undergo reaction, whereas, if they are adsorbed too strongly, the desorption rate decreases and poisoning may occur (Sabatier’s principle).

Furthermore, in real world catalytic applications, the properties of metal NPs are also influenced by the substrate on which they are supported. For example, Au–Rh/TiO\(_2\) is an efficient catalyst for several hydrogenation reactions.\(^18\text{-}^20\) Au–Rh/Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) has been shown to be a good catalyst for the selective reduction of NO by propylene.\(^21\) Hence, an accurate description of the nanocluster–support interaction is important in nanoalloy catalysis applications. This can be achieved through atomistic modelling based on first principles electronic structure calculations.

In our previous research, the structures and molecular adsorption properties of fcc-Au–Rh and Pd–Ir nanoclusters were investigated theoretically by using atomistic modelling based on first principles electronic structure calculations (Density Functional Theory, DFT).\(^18,22\text{-}^25\) Here, we report a comparison of the chemical arrangements and nanocluster–support interactions of Pd–Ir and Au–Rh nanoalloys. The Pd–Ir and Au–Rh systems are both immiscible in the bulk,
with alloying only possible at the nanoscale. The relative stabilities of different chemical arrangements of both the Pd–Ir and Au–Rh nanoalloys for a range of compositions are compared using DFT calculations, for free NPs and those supported on the TiO$_2$(110) surface, to investigate the effect of the substrate on the structures and energetics of supported NPs. In experimental studies, TiO$_2$ has been used as a substrate because it is a reducible oxide (which strongly anchors metal nanoparticles and can act as an oxygen reservoir and enhance the catalytic performance), a photocatalytic semiconductor, and it can be produced in the form of well-defined single-phase nano-shapes (which are suitable for structural analysis).

The experimentally measured geometric structures and chemical arrangements of nanoalloys depend on both thermodynamic and kinetic factors, as well as the influence of the substrate (for supported nanoparticles). Fig. 1 shows high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images of core–shell Ir@Pd NPs supported on γ-Al$_2$O$_3$ and Janus Au–Rh NPs supported on TiO$_2$. In the latter case, due to the strong interaction of Rh with the reducible oxide, the support influences the chemical arrangement in the nanoparticle.

This article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present details of the models and calculation methods adopted. We report our results in Section 3: for free Au–Rh and Pd–Ir nanoalloys, comparing their mixing patterns (Section 3.1); for the TiO$_2$-supported nanoalloys, comparing them with their unsupported counterparts (Section 3.2). Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work are presented in Section 4.

Fig. 1 Experimental HAADF-STEM images of supported Pd–Ir and Au–Rh nanoparticles. (a) Image of 2 ± 1 nm Pd–Ir nanoparticles supported on γ-Al$_2$O$_3$. The catalyst was prepared through incipient wetness co-impregnation of the support with Pd and Ir acetylatedonates followed by thermal treatment in H$_2$. The insert shows a high-resolution image of a single particle: the Z-contrast indicates a core–shell structure, consistent with an Ir-rich core and a Pd-rich shell. (b) Image of 4 ± 1 nm Au–Rh nanoparticles supported on rutile TiO$_2$ nanorods. The sample was prepared through chemical co-reduction and sol immobilization, followed by treatment in H$_2$ at 350 °C. The insert shows a high-resolution image of a single particle: the Z-contrast indicates a faceted Janus particle, with Rh at the interface between Au and the TiO$_2$ substrate.
2. Methodology

2.1. Models

In our atomistic calculation, the (fcc packing) truncated octahedron (TO) has been chosen as the nanoparticle model to study Pd–Ir and Au–Rh nanoalloys. The TO structure is frequently adopted in theoretical and experimental studies, owing to its high symmetry ($O_h$) and the fact that real NP catalysts typically adopt this geometry. Because of the expense of performing DFT calculations for clusters with hundreds or thousands of atoms, only the sizes of 38 and 79 atoms are considered here to elucidate trends of structural stability for nanoalloys with different compositions and chemical arrangements, which enables predictions to be made for the larger experimental fcc-type NPs. Nanoalloys present increased structural complexity compared with unary NPs because of variability of composition and the many possible chemical arrangements, such as ordered, Janus, ball–cup, core–shell and sandwich configurations (see Fig. 2).

In the study of TiO$_2$-supported 38-TO and 79-TO Au–Rh and Pd–Ir nanoalloys, a 3-layer rutile TiO$_2$(110) slab (comprising 9 layers of atoms, with a total thickness of 0.92 nm) is chosen to investigate the effect of TiO$_2$ on the nanoalloy particles. Pure clusters and nanoalloys are placed between bridging O rows of the TiO$_2$(110) surface to maximise the metal-support interaction: supported Pd clusters are shown in Fig. 3. Three supported orientations are studied: position 1 – the TO cluster is edge-on to the TiO$_2$(110) surface; position 2 – a TO (100) facet is parallel to the surface; position 3 – a TO (111) facet is parallel to the surface.

2.2. Calculations

All calculations are performed using the DFT method, as implemented in the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP). The interaction between valence electrons and ionic cores is described by the projector augmented wave (PAW) method. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is employed within the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) parameterization for the exchange–
correlation energy functional. All the calculations are spin-polarized, and the valence electrons are treated explicitly. To avoid spurious periodic interactions, the unsupported clusters are placed in a sufficiently large supercell to ensure \( \sim 10 \) Å separation by vacuum. All calculated clusters (both free and supported) are locally geometrical optimized at the DFT level, where all cluster atoms, are relaxed until the forces on the atoms are lower than 0.01 eV Å\(^{-1}\), and the electronic ground states are determined by requiring a total energy convergence of \( 10^{-6} \) eV.

For the TiO\(_2\)-supported clusters, owing to the high computational cost of TiO\(_2\)(110) slab relaxation, only the atoms in the top two layers of the TiO\(_2\) slab, directly in contact with the nanoclusters, are relaxed during the local minimization, the atoms in the bottom layer are frozen to model bulk atoms. However, the cluster geometries are fully relaxed when adsorbed on the partly frozen TiO\(_2\) slab.

For the stability comparison of both Au–Rh and Pd–Ir nanoalloys with different compositions and different configurations, a mixing (or excess) energy term \( \Delta \) is calculated using:

\[
\Delta = E_{\text{tot}}(A_mB_n) - m \frac{E_{\text{tot}}(A_{m+n})}{m+n} - n \frac{E_{\text{tot}}(B_{m+n})}{m+n}
\]

where \( E_{\text{tot}}(A_mB_n) \) denotes the total energy of \( A_mB_n \) nanoalloys, \( E_{\text{tot}}(A_{m+n}) \) and \( E_{\text{tot}}(B_{m+n}) \) are the energies of the pure clusters with the same size \( (m+n) \) as \( A_mB_n \), and \( m \) and \( n \) are the number of atoms of metal A and B, respectively. A negative value of the excess energy \( \Delta \) corresponds to an energy decrease on mixing and therefore to favourable mixing, whereas positive values indicate a demixing tendency. For TiO\(_2\)-supported NPs, the excess energy is defined in the same way, with the total energy \( E_{\text{tot}}(A_mB_n) \) replaced by the total energy of \( A_mB_n \) adsorbed on the TiO\(_2\)(110) surface.

The surface binding energy \( (E_{\text{bind}}) \) of the Au–Rh and Pd–Ir NPs on the TiO\(_2\) surface is calculated as:

\[
E_{\text{bind}} = E_{\text{tot}}(\text{NP|surf}) - E_{\text{tot}}(\text{NP}) - E_{\text{tot}}(\text{surf})
\]

where \( E_{\text{tot}}(\text{NP|surf}) \) is the total energy of the NP on the TiO\(_2\) surface, \( E_{\text{tot}}(\text{NP}) \) is the energy of the locally-minimized free NP and \( E_{\text{tot}}(\text{surf}) \) is the energy of the TiO\(_2\)(110) surface slab.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Free nanoalloys

The relative structural stabilities of free nanoalloys is determined by calculating the excess energies for different compositions and configurations. To enable comparison of the stabilities of NPs with different numbers of atoms, Fig. 4 shows the variation of the excess energy per atom ($\Delta/N$) for Pd–Ir and Au–Rh nanoalloys (with $N = 38$ and 79 atoms) plotted against the percentage of Ir or Rh, respectively. For both systems, core–shell configurations, in which the Ir or Rh atoms occupy the core positions, are energetically favoured. On the other hand, for both systems the inverse core–shell structures, in which the other element (Pd or Au) occupies the core positions, were found to be the least stable. This is due to the higher cohesive and surface energies of Ir and Rh relative to Pd and Au.

In the more mixed ordered alloys, unlike for core–shell structures, both elements occupy similar numbers of core and surface positions (assuming no surface segregation occurs). Hence, all the ordered nanoalloys are relatively unstable, having high (positive) excess energies. However, Janus configurations, in which both elements again occupy similar numbers of core and surface positions, have excess energies per atom which are close to zero. For Pd–Ir and Au–Rh NPs, Janus configurations (which have a smaller number of heteronuclear interactions) are favoured over ordered (or random) mixed nanoalloys because the Ir–Ir and Rh–Rh bonds are stronger than the heteronuclear (Pd–Ir and Au–Rh) bonds. The excess energies of Janus structures tend to be slightly negative for Ir- and Rh-rich clusters and slightly positive for Pd- and Au-rich clusters. This is because in Janus NPs, the metal which is present in excess occupies a higher proportion of core sites, which is favourable when this corresponds to the strongest binding element (Ir or Rh).

Fig. 4 Excess energy per atom ($\Delta/N$) versus atomic composition for 38-TO and 79-TO Pd–Ir and Au–Rh nanoalloys.
Fig. 4 shows that, after core–shell configurations, the second most stable chemical arrangements are ball–cup configurations, which lie between the core–shell and Janus configurations. Ball–cup configurations are similar to Janus structures, but they have a curved (rather than planar) interface between the two elements. Thus, for ball–cup structures, one element occupies more core positions (forming the “ball”) and the other element occupies more surface positions (forming the “cup”). When the ball element is the stronger binding metal (Ir or Rh) the excess energy is negative, while it is positive if the ball element is Pd or Au.

In sandwich structures, a slab of one metal is sandwiched between layers of the other metal. The central slab has a higher proportion of atoms in core sites than the sandwiching layers, which occupy more surface sites. If the sandwiching element is only one layer thick, the sandwich structure can also be seen as an incomplete core–shell configuration. As for ball–cup structures, sandwich configurations have negative excess energies if the stronger binding elements (Ir and Rh) are in the central slab.

These results show that the strongly binding Ir and Rh atoms preferentially occupy core sites, but relatively stable configurations can also arise if they also occupy surface sites in which they form a high number of Ir–Ir or Rh–Rh bonds. Comparing the two nanoalloy systems, the excess energies of Pd–Ir NPs are generally lower (more negative or less positive) than Au–Rh, probably because Ir–Ir bonds are stronger than Rh–Rh bonds. The exception to this trend is for 38-atom core–shell configurations, where RhcoreAu shell (Rh@Au) structures have more negative excess energies, which may be due to the lower surface energy of Au (1.5 J m$^{-2}$) compared to Pd (2.1 J m$^{-2}$).

3.2. Supported nanoalloys

To understand the cluster–support binding strength and mixing properties of Pd–Ir and Au–Rh nanoalloys supported on high-surface-area metal oxides, we calculate the surface binding energies ($E_{\text{bind}}$) and excess energies ($D$) of 38-atom TO Pd–Ir and Au–Rh clusters on a TiO$_2$(110) slab, as shown in Fig. 5 and 6. Here, for simplicity, only pure clusters (Pd$_{38}$, Ir$_{38}$, Au$_{38}$ and Rh$_{38}$), complete core–shell (Pd$_{32}$Ir$_6$ = Ir@Pd, Pd$_6$Ir$_{32}$ = Pd@Ir, Au$_{32}$Rh$_6$ = Rh@Au, Au$_6$Rh$_{32}$ = Au@Rh) and 1 : 1 Janus (Pd$_{19}$Ir$_{19}$ = Janus-PdIr and Au$_{19}$Rh$_{19}$ = Janus-AuRh) NPs are considered. The terminology Janus-M will be used to indicate that the Janus particle is in contact with the TiO$_2$ substrate predominantly through metal M. As mentioned previously, three supported positions are considered (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 5 shows the surface binding geometries and energies, for the pure NPs and the core–shell and Janus nanoalloys, on the TiO$_2$(110) surface. For comparison and analysis, we divide all considered nanoclusters into two groups, those with Pd–TiO$_2$ contacts (pure Pd, Ir@Pd and Janus-Pd), and those with Ir–TiO$_2$ contacts (pure Ir, Pd@Ir and Janus-Ir). The analogous Au–Rh|TiO$_2$ configurations are generated by replacing Pd with Au and Ir with Rh.

A detailed discussion of the structures and energetics of the (Au–Rh)$_{38}$|TiO$_2$ system has been presented elsewhere.$^{24}$ Similar to Rh ($E_{\text{bind}} = -8.98$ eV), both pure Pd and Ir NPs prefer to be supported on position 1, with surface binding energies of $-5.46$ eV and $-10.36$ eV, respectively. In contrast, the pure Au NP binds preferentially in position 2 ($E_{\text{bind}} = -5.88$ eV). The more negative surface binding energy for Ir compared with Pd is due to the stronger Ir–O interaction.
(analogous to the stronger Rh–O interaction in the Au–Rh|TiO$_2$ system). For the same reason, the surface binding energies of the Pd–Ir nanoalloys with Ir in contact with the surface (Pd@Ir and Janus-Ir) are significantly larger in magnitude (−10.38 eV and −10.36 eV, respectively) than for those with Pd in contact.

Fig. 5 Structures and corresponding surface binding energies ($E_{s\text{-bind}}$) for 38-TO pure Pd and Ir clusters and Pd–Ir nanoalloys supported on TiO$_2$(110) in three orientations. The surface binding energies of Au–Rh clusters, corresponding to the same structures (with Au replacing Pd and Rh replacing Ir), are given in parentheses. Pd, Ir, O and Ti atoms are represented in blue, purple, red and green, respectively. For simplicity, only the top layer of the TiO$_2$ slab is shown.

Fig. 6 Excess energies of free and TiO$_2$–supported Pd–Ir and Au–Rh 38-TO clusters with core–shell (A@B) and Janus configurations. The coloured bars represent the free NP and the three different binding positions on the support.
(Ir@Pd = −5.92 eV; Janus-Pd = −6.24 eV). These results are consistent with the slightly higher Ir–O bond strength (about 89 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) compared to Pd–O (86 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)).\(^{17}\) As for the pure Ir NP, position 1 is found to be the favoured binding mode for the Ir-bound nanoalloys. Position 1 is favoured for Ir@Pd (as well as the pure Pd NP), but the favoured binding mode for Janus-Pd is position 2.

In the Au–Rh system, all Rh-bound NPs bind preferentially in position 1, while all Au-bound NPs bind in position 3.

The surface binding energies of the Janus-Pd and Ir@Pd core–shell NPs (−6.24 eV and −5.92 eV, respectively) are larger in magnitude than for the pure Pd cluster (−5.46 eV), indicating a synergistic effect of Ir atoms on the surface-binding of Pd-rich nanoalloys. This is in contrast to the Au–Rh system, where strain effects dominate and the extra rigidity induced by Rh (as Rh–Au bonds are much stronger than Au–Au bonds) leads to weakening of the Au-surface interactions because the Au structure cannot rearrange to form a better epitaxial interaction with the TiO\(_2\)(110) surface.\(^{24}\) We conclude that the strengthening of Pd–surface interactions in the Pd–Ir|TiO\(_2\) system is mainly electronic in origin. The lower surface binding energy of Ir@Pd compared to Janus-Pd may be due in part to strain effects, because any Ir-induced rigidity would be expected to be greater for the core–shell structure in which all the shell Pd atoms are in contact with core Ir atoms. However, it is possible that the extra stability of the Janus-Pd arrangement may be due to the presence of Ir–O interactions, as shown in Fig. 5.

For the Ir-bound structures, in the most stable binding mode (position 1 in each case), there is very little change in surface binding energy for the Janus-Ir (−10.36 eV) and Pd@Ir (−10.38 eV) nanoalloys compared with the pure Ir NP (−10.36 eV). However, for the less stable binding modes (positions 2 and 3) there are significant increases in surface binding energy for the nanoalloys, such that the difference in energy between position 1 and position 2, drops from 1.85 eV (pure Ir) to 0.76 eV (Janus-Ir) and 0.28 eV (Pd@Ir). This stabilisation of the less favourable binding positions, which is also observed for the Au@Rh nanoalloy but not Janus-Rh,\(^{29}\) may be due to facilitation of Ir deformation due to replacing strong Ir–Ir bonds with weaker Ir–Pd bonds, but electronic effects cannot be ruled out and this does not explain why such an effect is not seen in position 1.

In a previous study of the effect of alloying on the adsorption of CO and O\(_2\) on free 38- and 79-atom Au–Rh nanoalloys, we found that strain effects can also be evoked to explain the decrease in the molecular adsorption energy on Au in the presence of Rh and the increase in the adsorption energy on Rh in the presence of Au.\(^{19}\) Au–Rh alloying was also calculated to lead to a decrease in the O\(_2\) dissociation barrier on Rh but an increase on Au. Consistent with our findings (above) on the effect of Pd–Ir alloying on surface binding energies, our previous calculations of the adsorption energies of CO on 38-atom Pd–Ir nanoalloys showed that electronic effects (as measured by charge transfer and shifts in the d-band centre) were required to explain the results.\(^{21}\)

The effect of surface–NP interactions on the NP structure can be appreciated by considering the changes in the average metal–metal (M–M) bond distance for those metal atoms that are in contact with the TiO\(_2\) substrate. M–M bond distances are expected to increase (reflecting weakening of the M–M bonds) as the surface-metal interactions get stronger. Table 1 shows the average M–M bond distances in (111) facets (both at the interface and far from the interface) of 38-TO
NPs for free and TiO₂ supported pure, core–shell and Janus structures (the supported NPs are all in position 3, where a (111) facet of the 38-TO structure is in contact with the TiO₂ surface). Relative to the free particles, M–M bond distances far from the NP–substrate interface decrease slightly or remain unchanged in all cases. However, for all structures, the M–M bond distances increase significantly within the metal layer which is at the interface. The lengthening of interfacial Pd and Au M–M bonds is typically larger than for Ir and Rh, reflecting the weaker, more easily deformed Pd–Pd and Au–Au bonds. For Pd (Au) in contact with the TiO₂ surface, the increase in bond length follows the order Janus > pure > core–shell. As discussed above, the Ir (Rh) core makes the core–shell NP more rigid, due to the introduction of stronger Ir–Pd (Rh–Au) bonds, which also explains why the surface binding strengths (see Fig. 5) of the Janus NPs (Janus-Pd and Janus-Au) are stronger (having more negative surface binding energies) than those of the core–shell clusters (Ir@Pd and Rh@Au) (it should be noted that for the Janus and pure NPs the interfacial Pd (Au) atoms only form M–M bonds to atoms of the same type). For Ir (Rh) at the interface, the increase in M–M bond length is larger for both the Janus-Ir (Janus-Rh) and Pd@Ir (Au@Rh) structures than for pure Ir (Rh), due to the increased deformability of the NP arising from the introduction of weaker heteronuclear (Ir–Pd or Rh–Au) bonds. As shown in Fig. 5, this is accompanied by increased surface binding strengths for the Janus and core–shell nanoalloy configurations, relative to the pure Ir or Rh NPs.

To evaluate the relative structural stabilities of the TiO₂-supported NPs, taking into account variation in NP stability and NP–surface interaction, we have calculated the excess energies of the supported core–shell and Janus configurations for 38-atom Pd–Ir and Au–Rh nanoalloys in the three binding positions. They are compared with the corresponding free nanoalloys in Fig. 6. It is clear that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond type and structure</th>
<th>Free NP</th>
<th>Supported NP (far from interface)</th>
<th>Supported NP (at interface)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au–Au</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au₃₈</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rh@Au</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janus-AuRh</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>3.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rh–Rh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rh₃₈</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au@Rh</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janus-AuRh</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd–Pd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd₃₈</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ir@Pd</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janus-PdIr</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ir–Ir</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ir₃₈</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd@Ir</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janus-PdIr</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the “inverse” core–shell Pd@Ir and Au@Rh nanoalloys adsorbed on TiO₂ are stabilised significantly in all supported positions (having less positive values than the corresponding free clusters). However, the supported excess energies are still highly positive because of the inherent instability of these configurations for the free NPs (arising from the high surface energies of the Rh and Ir shell metals: 2.7 and 3.0 J m⁻², respectively). The more favoured core–shell configurations (Ir@Pd and Rh@Au) have negative excess energies, but due to their relatively unfavourable interactions with the TiO₂ surface, their excess energies are less negative than the corresponding free core–shell NPs. However, this difference is much smaller for Ir@Pd than Rh@Au, due to the previously mentioned weakening of the Au-surface interaction induced through Au–Rh alloying.

For the Janus-PdIr nanoalloy, due to the stronger Ir–O interaction (and hence more negative surface binding energies), the Janus-Ir configuration has a significantly more negative excess energy than the free Janus NP, for all binding positions. Conversely, Janus-Pd is destabilized, having a more positive mixing energy than the free Janus NP, due to the weaker Pd-surface interaction. Similarly, Janus-Rh is stabilised relative to the free Janus-AuRh NP and Janus-Au is destabilised. The energy differences between the supported Janus-Ir and Ir@Pd NPs and between the supported Janus-Rh and Rh@Au NPs are smaller than for the free NPs, which can be described as support-induced stabilisation of Janus type clusters. The relative support stabilisation of Janus particles is greater for Au–Rh than Pd–Ir because of the significantly weaker binding of the Rh@Au core–shell NP (−2.89 eV) on the TiO₂ surface compared to pure Au (−5.46 eV), while Ir@Pd binds more strongly to the surface (−5.92 eV) than the pure Pd NP (−5.46 eV).

It should be noted that the relative ordering of the excess energies of the nanoalloys in the three binding positions does not always reflect the order of surface binding energies, because the excess energies are defined as the energy of the supported alloy NP relative to the supported pure clusters, which may not always favour the same binding position. For example, the significant destabilisation of the pure Pd and Ir NPs in position 2, and the fact that position 2 has a surface binding energy which is close to that of position 1 (or more negative in the case of Janus-Pd), results in position 2 having a more negative excess energy for all supported Pd–Ir nanoalloys.

4. Conclusions

The mixing properties of free and TiO₂(110)-supported Pd–Ir and Au–Rh NPs have been investigated theoretically using DFT calculations. In agreement with the lower surface and cohesive energies of Pd (Au) than Ir (Rh), the excess energy calculations show that Ir@Pd and Rh@Au core–shell configurations are the most stable. Ball–cup structures (with Ir or Rh partially encapsulated by Pd or Au) are the second most stable configurations, with the inverse core–shell Pd@Ir and Au@Rh configurations being highest in energy. The general stability order for Pd–Ir nanoalloys is Ir@Pd > Pd cusht Irball > sandwich-Pd > Janus > sandwich-Ir > ordered ≈ PdballIrball > Pd@Ir, with the same ordering for Au–Rh NPs (where Au replaces Pd and Rh replaces Ir).

The surface binding strength of Pd–Ir nanoalloys bound to the TiO₂(110) surface through the Ir atoms is greater than for Pd-surface binding (analogous to Au–Rh nanoalloys, where Rh-surface binding is stronger than Au-surface
binding), due to the stronger Ir–O interactions. However, the presence of Ir atoms increases the Pd-surface binding strength relative to the pure Pd cluster (in contrast to the Au–Rh system, where the presence of Rh weakens the Au-surface interaction). With the exception of Au-surface binding (where binding position 3, with a (111) facet parallel to the TiO$_2$(110) surface, is favoured), and the Janus-Pd arrangement (which favours position 2), all other Pd-, Ir- and Rh-surface configurations bind preferentially in position 1 (where the NP binds in an edge-on fashion). There is good correlation between trends in cluster surface binding energies and surface-induced lengthening of metal–metal bond lengths. The excess energies of the supported inverse core–shell (Pd@Ir and Au@Rh) and (Ir-bound and Rh-bound) Janus nanoalloys are much lower than their unsupported counterparts and become closer in energy to the core–shell (Ir@Pd and Rh@Au) configurations, which are favoured for the free nanoalloys.

These results show that the presence of a strongly interacting substrate, such as TiO$_2$, is expected to influence the chemical arrangement of nanoalloys. Experiments have shown that titania-supported Au–Rh (Fig. 1b)$^{18,22}$ and Au–Ir$^{38}$ NPs adopt Janus-like structures. This allows them to anchor to the oxide via the most reactive element (Rh or Ir), while preserving a segregated configuration: the Janus configuration becoming energetically competitive with the core–shell structure. Practically, strengthening the NP–substrate interaction leads to a strong resistance to sintering under severe catalytic conditions. The present results have general significance as they may apply to other pairs of bulk-immiscible metals, and may suggest a general strategy for stabilising metal NPs on oxide supports through the addition of even a small-amount of a suitable element.

In future work, we will extend our approach to study other nanoalloy systems, including those involving cheaper, earth abundant metals. We will also investigate the effect of various oxide substrates (e.g. TiO$_2$ and Al$_2$O$_3$) on the strength of adsorption of small reactive species such as H$_2$, O$_2$ and CO on nanoalloys, as well as evaluating the effects of NP composition, size and chemical arrangement, and the influence of the support, on bond dissociation barriers and catalytic reaction pathways.
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